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ABSTRACT: Automation is one of the basic needs of the developing countries and the industries to increase
the profit and decrease the cost that have been used to create a product. Among the various tool one tool is
Quick Test Professional (QTP) that have been widely used to automate the application which are windows
based application. QTP provides a medium to automate the application by storing the properties of the object
that have been visible on the window application.
INTRODUCTION
This document states the need of the use of QTP for automation development process and selection of the
framework that can be used to automate the application. There are wide variety of tool that can be used to
automate the application that is based on the window application. There are wide variety of tools that can be
used for desktop application purpose some of them are AutoIT, Winium, TestStack.WhiteLDTP, Sikuli,
UFT\QTP. QTP is widespread choice for automation as it supports automation development of desktop
application that have been developed in many different languages. QTP provides a flexible development
environment that when integrated with HP ALM, provides a robust environment for automation development.
Along with automation of desktop application UFT provides the add-on of automating the web based
application.
QTP is enough capable of automating the scripts that have been developed using different application one of
the best application is SAP system automation. To automate the application in have to buy the license for
using the HP product. There are three different ways in which a customer can buy the license these are
mentioned below:
1. Concurrent License
2. Seating License
Concurrent license is used for personal use and can be purchase from the HP. Using this kind of the license on
will be able to use the tool only in the one system in which the permission have been assigned. Before
purchasing the tool one can use the trial version which will be valid for the next 30 days and after that user
have to pay for the tool to use it further? While using the trial version one will not be able to use the ALM
connectivity benefit.
Seating license is used in large corporations where the requirement of use of the QTP is large. This is also
known as floating license. In this type of license we use to install concurrent license server at the local
workstation. With help of this concurrent license anyone in that local network can connect using the IP that
have been provided by HP team.
Below is screen shot how and where to put IP to start the use of HP UFT tool.
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Fig. 1 ALM UFT/QTP license type

Fig. 2 HP UFT concurrent License option

In above screen shot the user have to provide the License IP that have been provided by HP and Port number
that can be used to access the UFT and its features.
QTP AUTOMATION FRAMEWORK SELECTION
QTP supports different kind of automation framework that using which one can easily automate the
application that have to be to be automated. The selection of the automation framework depends on the
several factors. Some of which are explained below:
1. Complexity
2. Functionality
3. Time Period
4. Run Frequency
Complexity of the application implies the extent to which application is complex.. Selection of the framework
depends on the complexity in the sense is that if the complexity level of the application is high the we need to
create various methods that will be used to support the functionality , creating reports and debugging purpose
which will need a certain amount of time . On the other hand if the application is not complex and small we
don’t need to create all the supporting factors because it will take time and will not be of much use in case of
low complexity test cases.
Functionality of application plays major role in deciding what kind of framework will be suitable for
automating the particular application. Application with less and easy functionality doesn’t require complex
framework, simple framework will be enough to automate application. On the other hand application which is
complex, have more complex functionality and have more frequent testing data change requirement need
framework that can support all the requirement.
Time Period here specifies the duration of which the automation testing will be done in a specific
project.Suppose if in some project we need automate test cases which have to run one time in a month or
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have to run only one time in whole life time in this case there is no positive side to develop a complex
framework to support the functionality of test cases. This will save the cost and time of the client.
AUTOMATION VS MANUAL TESTING TIME
While doing the automation testing the manual time taken by the specific test case to get executed should be
considered based on which it will be decided whether there is any benefit of automating the test cases or not.
There are two things that can happened on this scenario:
1. Automation testing time for the particular test case will be less as compared to manual testing time this
information will decide whether automation is profitable in this case or not.
2. If the automation test time for particular test case is more than when test cases will run manually then
automation would not be recommended. As the manual time is less which suggest that we are losing time
by automating the test cases as its taking more time as compared to the automation execution time.
Below is the screen shot of manual vs automation data snippet

Fig 3. Automation Vs Manual log

TYPES OF AUTOMATION TESTING TECHNIQUES
LINEAR AUTOMATION FRAMEWORK

Linear Framework is based on creating the script which is completely based on record and run property of
UFT. This framework is highly recommended when the application is very small with very easy functionality.
The major challenge while selection the test case is how to pass the values in the script or how to
parameterize. This doesn’t seems to be an issue with the linear automation framework as it is used when the
requirement of data change for the specific test case is almost to zero or very less. In linear automation the
parameters to be passed is mostly hardcoded as the change in data is very less.
For every script that have created will have its own unique object repository. While doing the record and run
object repository will get created automatically. Below is the screenshot of linear framework.

Fig 4. Linear Automation Framework
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FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FRAMEWORK

In the Functional Decomposition Automation Framework software testers need to initially identify the
reusable code, which requires automation. Furthermore, they also need to write the reusable code in various
functions, it is important to note that these functions can be called depending on project’s testing
requirements.
The reusable functions are identified and called when required in the script. The advantage of the functional
decomposition is that less effort have to put on coding part. As most of the functionality had already been
coded.
ADVANTAGE OF FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FRAMEWORK
 Test scripts can be created comparatively faster, as the reusable functions are created only once.
 Minimal effort is required to create test cases due to the availability of reusable functions.
 If any changes/modifications are made to the application, changes need to be updated only in a single place
(function).
DISADVANTAGES OF FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FRAMEWORK
 Scripts cannot be executed with multiple data sets, since data is hard-coded.
 It takes additional time to identify the reusable scenarios.
 Programming knowledge is required to write and maintain the functional libraries/reusable functions.
With help of functional decomposition framework the different functionality of the application is decomposed
into several parts which includes login part, data processing, scripts attachment, report generation and many
other tasks. Then the scripts can be combined in a hierarchical fashion to build larger tests. The functional
components are reusable.
Take an example of deleting email(s) from an Inbox, sent by a particular sender.

DATA-DRIVEN FRAMEWORK
Data Driven framework deals with handling automation framework in which data is consistently changing.
This technique adds up feature to the framework using which we can enhance the automation framework, by
enabling it to pass the data dynamically while running the test cases instead of hardcoding the data. Although,
there are several ways in which we can pass the data to our script running; one way to pass data is through
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excel file .Moreover, the code created to pass the data dynamical should be should be error handled. Below
are some qualities that should be available:
1. Code should be exiguous and should take less time to execute.
2. Break whole code into parts which will extract the data into different function according to the need.
3. Dictionary object should be used to store the data in from of key and value pair.
4. Capable enough to handle run time run time errors.
5. Should return reason in case failed to fetch the data from the excel.
6. Compelled to handle large data.
 Always remember that in QTP we can pass data through ALM. In this case if any data is passed through we
have to code for that separately, or in other way , we have to create code to retrieve the data from excel and
from ALM in different function.
 When the script for retrieving the data from excel run it will retrieve the data from both excel and ALM.
Steps that can be used to retrieved the data from the ALM:
1. Create OTA connection to get the location of the test set or test case of which we have to retrieve the data.
2. Retreiving the TestCase or TestSet Location
strTestLocation = objQTP.Test.Location
For i = 1 to objParms.count
strTest = objParameter(objParms.item(i).Name
If err.Number = 0 Then
If condition is used to check if the re is any parameter value provided through alm. If some value have
been provided through ALM, the value of err.Number=0 else it will not be zero.
Once the flow will come inside the loop we will store the value pf the parameters for the specific test
case in form of key and value pair.
End IF
Next
Why do we need to provide value through ALM?
Sometime we need specific values for specific test and that too for a few time, in this case instead of adding
one more row in excel file we can directly pass that value from ALM.
Sample code that have been used for extracting data from the excel file.
Private Function getexceldata
Set objCurrentTest = QCUtil.CurrentTest
strTestName = objCurrentTest.Name
strTestName = Trim(UCase(strTestName))
Set conn = CreateObject("adodb.connection")
Set re=CreateObject("adodb.recordset")
intColumnCount = rec.Fields.Count
‘In below code we will retrieve the data from excel ‘sheet that we have created and store that value in
‘dictionary object as key and value pair.
For i = 2 to intColumnCount - 1
valuetext = rec.Fields.Item(i)
columnstrname = rec.Fields(i).Name
Itemkeydict = columnstrname
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itemvvalue = valuetext
Reporter.ReportEvent micInfo, Itemkeydict & ":" & itemvvalue, "" 'Checks for Env Parameter
Item to add to Dic Object
AddKeys Itemkeydict, itemvvalue
Next
END FUNCTION
7. Same above code can be used to retrieve environment parameter. It is suggested that , its good to
created different script which will fetch the environment data and input data, the data that we are
providing through sheet.
8. This mainly used in case different script concept will be used only when the application under test is
complex, otherwise we can proceed with same code.
9. Same above code can be written to retrieve the actions for particular test cases from excel created in
early stage.
10. Once the actions are retrieved from the action sheet , we can create the script to run those action
Below code can serve the purpose of running script:
'Update the Env variable to avoid making another 'call to Vlaidaitons action in case it exists
parame.AddKeys"IterationStatus", "Started"
iTotalBP = flowdat.Count - 1
'Total Business Processes will be 1 less than the 'total keys as the key also contains Testname
' Loop Through all the Business Processes defined ‘in TestFlow.xls
For i =1 to iTotalBP
'Get the Current Business Process string , then 'extract the Corresponding Script Name and
'Action Name
currentcd = flowdat("BP"&i)
currentval1 = split(currentcd,";")
currentcdScript = trim(currentval1(0))
actioncurrent = trim(currentval1(1))
'Call the BP's corresponding Script and Reusable 'Action
LoadAndRunActionparame("RA_QC_PATH")&currentcdScript,actioncurrent&
parame(currentaction&"_VERSION") , oneIteration
Next
'Update the Env variable to avoid making another ‘call to Validaitons action in case it exists
parame.AddKeys "IterationStatus", "Complete"
I. Keyword Drive Framework
Keyword Driven framework is used where the functionality of Application under Test (AUT) is wide. Taking
instance of, an application having different functionality and some functionality from all have to be used by
specific test cases. In such scenarios, instead of running all the test cases we prefer to run that specific
function that is demanded by test case. I will explain in detail in later section how the functionality should be
broke down in pieces.
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Example,

In above example, this will be the second excel sheet that have to be maintained other than that of parameter
sheet that have been used to pass the parameters to test cases. We can call this sheet as flow sheet in which
the flow of a particular application will be given.
Parallel to this sheet we will develop one code that will take the flow of test cases from this sheet and store it
in key and value pairs. Once the value will be stored we can develop below code.
Steps in code:
1. Check how many flow have been provided in the excel sheet.
2. Number of flow we can get by counting the number of columns that have been used by a particular test cases.
3. Once we get the count we can use that count to create for loop that will iterate the same number of time as we got
value in above step.
4. Inside the for loop we will take the action one by one stored as key value pair and push the action to run.
5. We will iterate through the loop until all the actions are completed.
Below code will help in running the test cases specific action that have been mentioned in flow parameter sheet.
II. HYBRID FRAMEWORK

Complex applications in which there are large functionalities and test cases to be automated are usually longer
than compared than any other test cases, in this cases we mostly maintain different excel sheets for retaining
the data to execute the particular test cases and moreover, we use some supporting library scripts in which the
foundation of the test cases. This type of framework is known as hybrid automation framework. As usually it
consist of data driven and keyword driven framework.
Below is the flow of Hybrid framework:
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Push test case to Run from ALM or
UFT or Through any CI tool

Push Library Function to
execute first in case of
hybrid framework. Or we
may not have to execute
this step in case of simple
simple framework.

CODE CREATE TO FETCH
ACTION WILL RUN AND
EXECUTE THE DESIRED TEST
CASES

There are few points that should be taken of before developing hybrid framework such as there is no specific
way of creating the hybrid work; it simply depends on the criticality of the project. Hybrid framework based
on functional and data driven approach.
HOW TO START CREATING AUTOMATION FRAMEWORK??
Selection of framework completely depends on the functionality and complexity of the application under test. Certain
points are there that should be considered before creating the framework some of which are below mentioned:

1. Check the complexity of functionality of AUT.
2. Check the data requirement. If the project demands for the constant data throughout then we can
hardcode the data. However, if the project requirement is changing data then it’s good to use
parametrize every field and use data-driven framework.
3. Again if the application is small we will not prefer using data-driven framework even if the complexity
of AUT is more. The reason for is this, that coding for data driven framework will take more time
and will be less value here as , because of small size and less complexity of AUT.
4. Broke whole functionality into scripts. Means, functionality that will be used most of the time will be
considered as one script. In this way create as many as script possible and convert this script into
reusable script. Making script reusable will help us in reusing the script for other test cases which we
eliminate redundancy and will follow code ethics.
5. Once this is done we have to create plan for how to load data from the excel file, so that we can use
that in our test cases.
6. The best way to do that is writing all code inside a class in such a way that all the functions declared
or created will be inside the function. This will help us in calling these function from different scripts.
7. These should be separate script for every test case which will use these functions.
8. We can call these functions as functional library as they will be developed once and modified only
when critical functionality will be updated.(will explain in detail later)
9. The other things that we have to do is creating a recovery scenarios if needed. Recovery scenarios
will help in executing the test cases even if some error occurs.
10. OTA (Object Test Architecture) framework can be developed separately that will help in handling the
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object run time property change. There are several ways in which we can change the property of the
object dynamically during run time which will update the property to specific object to the current
during execution time and will cease failing of test cases.
11. HTML reporting can be done which can be used to retrace the reason for failure of test cases.
12. Staring point of all test cases should be same.
13. It helps to create test cases easily and automating test cases in most feasible way.
There are certain other things that should be noted before developing the framework.
On such thing is creation of shared object repository.
Shared object repository provides the way to maintain the object’s in single repository this repository then can
be modified and reused by other scripts in a feasible way.
This in addition will make the execution fast, as we don’t have to load different object repositories for test
cases.

Object
Repository

Library Scripts
(Base scripts that will be
used by all test cases)

Reusable Scripts.

Excel Data files

How the execution will happen.
Before running test cases we should update our parameter and other sheets so we can retrieve data for
particular test case from there.
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Run Test Case
From ALM.
ALM will push UFT to open and
execute test cases.

Common entry Point for all test cases.
This scripts circumscribes all code that will
access main library functions.

Library Script. Retrieve all run time parameter
from ALM. For Specific test cases.

This will include,
env parameter, parameter stored in excel,
actions and other data required which will be
project specific.

Once all the data is gathered for test cases.
The execution will start with loading of first
reusable action that have to be executed.
Once this action is loaded it will run and in
parallel create the report of steps that have
successfully and not executed.
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